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B. The rejection of claims 6 and 13 under 35 U-S-C- §103(a) as being unpatentable
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(1) Keal Party In Interest

The real party in interest is Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.

I

(2) Related Appeals And Interferences

There arc no other appeals or interferences related to this case.

(3) Status Of Claims

Claim 3 has been canceled. Claims l f 2, and 4-17 are pending and rejected. All

pending claims 1, 2, and 4*17 are hereby appealed.

Status ofAmendments

No amendment was filed subsequent to the last Office Action dated November 14,

There was no final rejection*

(5) Summary Of Claimed Subject Matter

It shouldbe understood that the claimed subject matter is supported in at least the

following cited sections ofthe present application. Thus, other sections in the present

applicationmay provide the same or addittonal supports as well.

In claim 1, a method for testing software, comprising:

examining an application software progrnm including calls to system classes with

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool (page 17, lines 17*);

determining a static use count of said system classes from the examining (page 17,

lines 17+);

3
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deriving a dynamic use count of each ofsaid Bystcm classes during operation of said

application software program from the examining (page 17, lines 17-H);

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count (page 1 7, lines 17+); and

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes (page 1 7, lines 17+).

In claim 10, a machine-readable medium on which is encoded machine-readable code

for testing object-oriented system software having system classes, the machine readable code

comprising:

machine-readable code for running a static analysis tool for examining an application

software program, the application software program including calls to the system classes

(page 2, lines 31+; HG, 1 at 104);

machine-readable code for determining a static use count ofthe system classes in the

application software program from the result (page 2, lines 3 1+; FIG. 1 at 1 04);

machine-readable code for running a dynamic analysis tool for examining the

application software program and producing a dynamic use count based on the application

software program's dynamic use of the system functions while running the application

software program (page 2t lines 31+; FIG. 1 al 104);

machine-readable code for assigning to each system class a weight based on the static

use count and the dynamic use count (page 2, lines 3 1+; page 8, lines 9-31 ; FIG* 1 at 102 and

104), and

machine-readable code for testing the system classes, in order, based on the assigned

weight, from a first entry having a greatest weight (page 10, lines 1 1+; FIG, 1 at 1 12),

4
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In claim 15> a machine-readable medium on which is encoded a software tester

program code, the software testerprogram code comprising:

means for examining an application software program including calk to system

classes with both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool (page 2, lines 28+; FIG- 1

at 100);

means for determining a static use count of said system classes from the examining

Cpagc 2, lines 28+; FIG* 1 at 102);

means for deriving a dynamic use count ofeach ofsaid system classes during

Operation of said application software program from the examining (page 2, lines 28+; FIG. 1

at 106);

means for assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on

its corresponding static use count and dynamic use count (page 2, lines 31+; page 8, lines 9-

3 1 ; FIG* 1 at 1 02 and 1 04); and

means for testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding

proportional weighing attributes (page 10, lines 11+; FIG- 1 at 112).

in claim 17, a business model for testing software, comprising:

setting a resource limit on the available time or money that is devoted to testing a

particular application software program (page 1 7, lines 1 7+);

examining said application software program including calls to system classes with

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool (page 17, lines 17+);

determining a static use count ofsaid system classes from the examining (page 17,

lines 17+);

5
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deriving a dynamic use count of each of said system classes during operation of said

application software program from the examining (page 1 7, lines 17+);

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count (page 17, lines 17+);

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes and proceeding down to the least heavily weighted system classes (page

17, lines 17+); and

stopping testing when said resource limit is reached (page 17, lines 17+).

(6) Grounds of Rejection to be Reviewed on Appeal

a) Whether claims 1, 4, 5, 8*12, IS, and 17 were properly rejected under 35 US.G

§ 103(a) as being unpatentable over Uretal. (US 2003/0] 10474) in view of Cahill ctah ("The

Java Metrics Reporter-An Extensible Tool for OO Software Analysis," 2002 TEEE),

Benlarbi ct ah ("Polymorphism Measures for Early Risk Prediction," 1999, ACM), and

Mitchell et at ("Towards a definition ofrun-time object-oriented metrics," July 22, 2003,

ECOOP).

b) Whether claims 6 and 13 were properly rejected under 35 U.S.C §103(a) as being

unpatentable overUr ct ah in view of Cahill et ah, Benlarbi ct ah, Mitchell et ah, and farther

in view ofBall ('The Concept ofDynamic Analysis," Bell Laboratories Lucent

Technologies, 1999).

c) Whether claims 2 and 16 were properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being

unpatentable over Ur, Cahill, Benlarbi, Mitchell et ah, and Kuzmin et ah

6
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(7) Arguments

A, The rejection of claims 1. 4, S.Ml.JIS, and 17 under 35 U.S.C, S103fa1 as

being unpatentable over_Ur_et aL In vicw_nf_CahflI_ct nL,_Bcnlarhi_et aU and Mitchell et

aL should be revered

The test for determining if a claim is rendered obvious by one ormore references for

purposes ofa rejection under35 U.S.C § 103 is set forth in KSR International Co. v. Tele/lex

Inc, 550 U.S._, 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007):

"Under §103, the scope and content ofthe prior art are to be determined;

differences between the prior art and the claims at issue are to be ascertained;

and the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art resolved* Against this

background the obviousness or unobviousness ofthe subject matter is

determined. Such secondary considerations as commercial success, long felt

but unsolved needs, failure of others, etc., might be utilized to give light to the

circumstances surrounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be

patented*' Quoting Graham v. John Deere Co. ofKansas City, 383 UJS. 1 ,

(1966).

As set forth in MPEP 2143,03, to ascertain the differences between the prior art and

the claims at issue, "[a]ll claim limitations must be considered" because "all words in a claim

must be considered injudging the patentability ofthat claim against the prior art" In m

Wilson, 424 F.2d 1382, 1385, According to the Examination Guidelines for Determining

Obviousness Under 35 U.S.C 103 hi view q£KSR International Co. v. Teleflex Inc., Federal

Register, Vol. 72, No. 1 95, 57526, 57529 (October 10, 2007), once the aforementioned

Graham factual inquiries are resolved, there must be a determination ofwhether the claimed

invention would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art based on any one of the

following proper rationales:

(A) Combining prior art elements according lo known methods to yield

predictable results; (B) Simple substitution ofone known element for another

to obtain predictable results; (C) Use ofknown technique to improve similar

7
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devices (methods, or products) in the same way; (D) Applying a known
technique to a known device (method, or product) ready for improvement to

yield predictable results (E) "Obvious to try"—choosing &om a

number of identified, predictable solutions, with a reasonable expectation of

success; (F) Known work in one field ofendeavormay prompt variations ofit

for use in either die same field or a different one based on design incentives or

other market forces if the variations would have been predictable to one of

ordinary skill in the art (G) Some teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the

prior art that woujd have led one ofordinary skill to modify the prior art

reference or to combine prior art reference teachings to arrive at the claimed

invention* KSR International Co. v. Teleflex Inc.* 550 U.SW 82 USPQ2d
1385 (2007).

Furthermore, as set forth inKSR International Co. v. Teleflex Ina, quoting from In re

Kaltn, 441 F. 3d 977, 988 (CA Fed 2006), "[Rejections on obviousness grounds cannot be

sustained by mere conclusory statements; instead, there must be some articulated reasonings

with some rational underpinning to support the legal conclusion of obviousness."

Therefore, if the above-identified criteria and rationales arc not met, then the cited

rcfcrcncc(s) fails Lo render obvious the claimed invention and, thus, the claimed invention is

distinguishable over the cited reference^).

Independent ClaimsJ[kJR_lSt_andJ_7^

Tt is respectfully submitted that the examiner failed to ascertain the differences

between the prior art and at least the independent claims at issue because the prior art does

not show those elements as the examiner alleged. Specifically, independent claims 1 , 1 0, 1

5

and 17 all recite,

determining a static use count ofsaid system classes.*.;

deriving a dynamic use count ofeach of said system classes,.,;

assigning a proportional weighing attribule to each system class based

on its corresponding static use count and dynamic use count..*.

8
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It is respectfully submitted that the specification clearly defines the terms "static use count"

and "dynamic use count" ofsystem classes in at least page 8, lines 9-31, According to MP£P

2111.01, part IV,

An applicant is entitled to be his or bet own lexicographer and may rebut the

presumption that claim terms arc to be given their ordinary and customary

meaning by clearly setting forth a definition ofthe term that is different from

its ordinary and customary mcaning(s).

Where an explicit definition is provided by the applicant for a term, that

definition will control interpretation of the term as it is used in the claim.

The examiner admitted that Ur ct aL docs not disclose the aforementioned claimed features as

clearly defined in Ihc specification. Office Action, p. 3, However, the Office Action

attempted to cure these defects by alleging that Cahill et aL, Seolarbi et alM and Mitchell et al.

together disclose such claimed features. Particularly, the examiner alleged that Cahill ct aL

discloses both static and dynamic use count of each of said system classes in Section 3.4 for

Mediod Inheritance Factor (MTP) and Section 3.5 for Polymorphism Factor (PF), with the

inheritance factor metric corresponding to the claimed static use count and the polymorphism

factor metric corresponding to the claimed dynamic use count.

It is respectfully submitted that Cahill et aL is directed to a Java Metrics Reporter

(JMR) used for software analysis to determine the complexity ofa software. To that effect,

the JMR employs a number of pre-selectcd metrics for measuring software complexity, such

as the Basic metrics, complexity metrics, inheritance metrics, and polymorphism metrics, as

stated in Section 3,1 and cited by the Office Action. However, Cahill et aL provides no

discussion regarding a reliance on a determined staticwe count ofsystem classes and derived

dynamic use count ofeach ofthe system classes in order to assign a proportional weighing

attribute to each system class. At best, Cahill et aL mentions the use ofa complexity metric

9
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colled "weighted methods per class (WMC)" jn Section 33. However, that metric is for

measuring the sum of complexities ofall methods ofa class, and not for determining or

deriving the static and dynamic use counts ofeach of the system classes as claimed, nor for

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on such counts.

As for the M1F in Section 3,4 of Cahill et aL as cited in the Office Action, it is an

inheritance factor metric that is defined as "the proportion of the inherited methods ofa class

relative to all available methods ofthat class, averaged over all classes in the system." See

Cahill ct aL, Section 3.4. Thus, the MIF and inheritance iactor metric have nothing to do

with determining a static use count ofa class as the examiner alleged, and much less to do

with deriving a dynamic use count ofa class as also claimed. As for the PF in Section 3,5 of

Cahill et alM as cited in the Office Action, it is a polymorphism factor metric that is defined as

the proportion ofthe number of polymorphic situations ofa class*.., relative to the maximum

potential number ofpolymorphic situations occurs when every method in a class is

overridden by every one ofits dcsccndcnts " See Cahill ct aL, Section 3.5. Thus, the PF has

nothing to do with deriving a dynamic use count ofa class as the examiner alleged, and much

less to do with determining a static use count ofa class as also claimed*

It is respectfully submitted that neither Beularbi et aL, Ball, nor Mitchell ct aL cures

the aforcmentioned.defccts found in Ur ct aL and Cahill et aL Indeed, Bcnlarbi ct aL

discusses the use ofpolymorphism measures for early risk prediction that may be based on

run-time binding (allegedly dynamic) decisions and compile time (allegedly static) linking

decision. However, there is no mention ofany determination or derivation ofboth static and

dynamic use counts ofthe system classes and assignment ofa proportional weighing attribute

to the system classes based on such counts as claimed Ball discusses the concept ofonly

10
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dynamic analysis with no mention ofany determination or derivation ofboth static and

dynamic use counts of system classes and assignment of a proportional weighing attribute to

the system classes based on such counts. Likewise, Mitchell et ul, teaches the use of coupling

metrics CBO that is defined as the number of classes to which one ofthe classes is coupled.

See Mitchell et al., page 4* first column. Thus, such a definition is not the same as a

determination or derivation ofboth static and dynamic use counts ofsystem classes.

In the Examiner's Response section on pages 25-26 of the Office Action, the

examiner alleged that Mitchell et al., and not Cahill et al., was used to show that both static

and dynamic metrics are used to properly evaluate the behavior ofan application at run time,

and such a showing somehow motivates one skilled in the art to leap to the use ofa static use

count ofthe system classes as claimed from a mere reading of the inheritance fcctor metric in

Cahill ct al. and the use ofa dynamic use count ofthe system classes during application

operation us claimed from a mere reading ofthe polymorphism factor metric in Cahill et al.

As noted above, the examiner alleged that Cahill ctal. uses the inheritance factor

metric as a static metric and the polymorphism factor metric as a dynamic metric. Thus, from

the teaching of Mitchell et al*, as also alleged by the examiner, one ofordinary skill in the art

would have been motivated to use both the inheritance and polymorphism factor metrics

together in Cahill et al. to properly evaluate the behavior ofan application at run time.

However, it is respectfully submitted chat such a motivation to combine Cahill ct al. with

Mitchell ct a1. {along with flic primary reference, Ur ct al.) docs not negate the fact that the

particular static metric, namely* the claimed static use count ofthe system classes as claimed,

and theparticular dynamic metric, namely, the claimed dynamic use count ofthe system

classes during application operation as claimed, remain elusive to the resulting combination.

11
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Because the examiner failed to ascertain the actual differences between independent

ckte 1, 10, 15, 17 mid the cited references, their combination would not have made obvious

all features recited in these claims. Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that the Office

Action foiled to establish a primafacie case ofobviousness against these claims and their

corresponding dependent claims, and the rejection ofclaims 1 , 2, and 4-17 under 35 U.S.C §

103 should be reversed,

B. The rejection of claims 6 and 13 under 35 ILS»C, S103fal as being

unpatentable over Ur et aL in view of Cahill ct tiU Benlarbi ct nU Mitchell ct aU and

Ball should be reversed

For at least the above reasons, it is respectfully submitted that there are actual

differences between the independent claims and the already-cited references that the

examiner failed to consider. Thus, the examiner did not rely upon Ball to make up for the

deficiencies in the already-cited references to address these actual differences. Indeed, the

examiner relied on Ball to allegedly show the assignment of static and dynamic observation

percentages to each system class - not to show the use of static use count ofthe system

clauses and dynamic use count ofthe system classes during application operation as claimed

Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that the rejection of claims 6 and 1 3 under 35

U.S.C, § 103 should be reversed as well.

C The rejection of claims 2 and 1 6 under 35 U.S.C S103fn) as being

unpatentable over_TJr et aL in view_of_Cali ill ct aU Benlnrbi ct Mitchell ct aU and

Kuamin ct aL should be reversed

12
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For at least the above reasons, it is respectfully submitted that there arc actual

differences between the independent claims and the already-cited references that the

examiner failed to consider. Thus, the examiner did not rely upon Kuzmin ct aL to make up

for the deficiencies in the already-cited references to address these actual differences. Indeed,

the examiner relied on Kuzmin ct aL to allegedly show the testing ofthe most heavily

weighted portion ofsystem classes - not to show the use ofstatic use count ofthe system

classes and dynamic use count ofthe system classes during application operation as claimed.

Accordingly, it is respectfixUy submitted dint the rejection of claims 6 and 13 under 35

U.S.C § 1 03 should be reversed as well.

(8) Conclusion

For at least ibe reasons given above, the rejections ofclaims l f 2, and 4-17 are improper.

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that such rejections hy the Examiner be reversed and

these claims be allowed Attached below for the Board's convenience is an Appendix ofclaims

1 , 2, and 4-1 7 as currently pending.

Please grant any required extensions of time and charge any fees due in connection

with this Appeal Brief to deposit account no. 08-2025.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: April 10, 2008 By
Ticp H. Nguycmf
Registration No.: 44,46;
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(9) Claim Appendix

1 . A method for testing software, comprising:

examining an application software program including calls to system classes with,

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool;

determining a static use count of Said system classes from the examining;

deriving a dynamic use count of each ofsaid system classes during operation ofsaid

application software program from the examining;

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count; and

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes,

2, The method ofclaim 1 , wherein:

the step of testing is such that only the most heavily weighted portion of all such

system classes are tested at all.

4. The method ofclaim I, wherein:

producing a static use count farther comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing said static use count by a sum of all static use

counts,

5. The method ofclaim 1 , wherein:

15-
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producing a dynamic use count further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing said dynamic use count by a sum ofall dynamic

use counts.

6, Tbc method of claim 1, wherein:

producing a static use count further comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum of all static use

counts; and

producing a dynamic use count further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the dynamic use count by a sum ofall dynamic

use counts,

7. The method ofclaim 6, wherein the step of assigning to each of the system classes a

weight based on the static use count and the dynamic use count further comprises the steps

of:

assigning to a public untested system class in die system classes a first weight defined

by a first constant plus a sum ofthe static use count plus the dynamic use count;

assigning a private untested software class in the system classes a second weight that

is equal to the first constant;

assigning to each public function in the system classes that is not fully tested a third

weight that. is defined as a second constant that is less than the first constant, to which is

added a sum of the static observation percentage plus the dynamic observation percentage;

and

16
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assigning to all remaining public and private functions in the system classes a fourth

weight defined as a third constant that is less than the second constant

8. The method ofclaim 1, wherein:

the testing tbc system classes further comprises ending a test when a testing resource

is exhausted and prior to testing a last entry having a least weight.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein:

the testing the system classes further comprises ending a test when at least a 1 imit of

available time or funding is exhausted and prior to testing a last entry having a least weight

10. A machine-readable medium on which is encoded machine-readable code for testing

object-oriented system software having system classes, the machine readable code

comprising:

machine-readable code for running a static analysis tool for examining an application

software program, the application software program including calls to the system classes;

machine-readable code for determining a static use count of the system classes in the

application software program from the result;

machine-readable code for running a dynamic analysis tool for examining the

application software program and producing a dynamic use count based on the application

software program's dynamic use ofthe system functions while running the application

software program;
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machine-readable code for assigning to each system class a weight based on the static

use count and the dynamic use count, and

machine-readable code for testing the system classes, in order, based on the assigned

weight, firom a first entry having a greatest weight

1 1 The software ofclaim 1 0, wherein:

producing a static use count further comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum ofall static use

counts,
'

12, The software ofclaim 10, wherein-

producing a dynamic use count further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each sysiem class by dividing the dynamic use count by a sum of all dynamic

use counts.

13. The software ofclaim 10, wherein:

producing a static use count fiorther comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum of all static use

counts, and

producing a dynamic use count further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the dynamic use countby a sum of all dynamic

use counts.
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14. The software of claim 10, wherein the assigning to each ofthe system classes a weight

based on the static use count and the dynamic use count further comprises the steps of:

assigning to a public untested system class in the system classes a first weight defined

by a first constant plus a sum of the static use count plus the dynamic use count;

assigning a private untested software class in the system classes a second weight that

is equal to the first constant;

assigning to each public function in the system classes that is not fully tested a third

weight that is defines as a second constant that is less than the first constant, to which is

added a sum ofthe static observation percentage pins the dynamic observation percentage;

and

assigning to all remaining public and private functions in the system classes a fourth

weight defined as a third constant that is less than the second constant

1 5. A machine-readable medium on which is encoded a software tester program code, the

software tester program code comprising:

means for examining an application software program including calls to system

classes with both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool;

means for determining a static use count of said system classes from the examining;

means for deriving a dynamic use count of each of said system classes during

operation ofSaid application software program from the examining;

means for assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on

its corresponding static use count and dynamic use count; and
^
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means for testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding

proportional weighing attributes.

16, The tester ofclaim 15, wherein:

the means for testing is such that only the most heavily weighted portion of all such

system classes are tested at alU

17. A business model for testing software, comprising:

setting a resource limit on the available time or money that is devoted to testing a

particular application software program;

examining said application software program including calls to system classes with

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool;

determining a static use count of said system classes from the examining;

deriving a dynamic use count ofeach of said system classes during operation of said

application software program from the examining;

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count;

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes and proceeding down to the least heavily weighted system classes; and

stopping testing when said resource limit is reached.
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(10) Evidence Appendix

None.
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01) Related Proceedings Appendix

None.
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